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International Dating , Gorgeous Singles Seeking International Relationships


Premium Service Designed To Unite Singles Worldwide. Unlimited communication, Direct Contact Details, No "pay-per-letter". 
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Unlimited communication with our members
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100 % Verified Profiles
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Access to advanced messaging features
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Dating Coach













Why choose French-Union to meet a Russian or Ukrainian woman?







Since 2002, French-Union has been the leader in international dating. With more than 10,000 profiles of single women, you have every chance of finding your soul mate on French-Union. There are women from Russia, Ukraine, but also many women in USA, Canada and Europe. All members speak English.

All profiles are verified before being put online. You have a security guarantee in the contacts. 

You are single, and you want to meet a Russian or Ukrainian woman on a dating site or a marriage agency and you don't know where to start? Take advantage of our experience in international dating, our advice, and the advanced functions of our site, to contact our members and start a relationship.
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Natalia, 24 ans, Moscow
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Alena, 34, Paris
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Alexandra, 27, Ukraine
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Anna, russian woman
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Victoria, 39 ans, Russia
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Alena, 35 y.o, Moscow
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Anna, russian woman
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Daria, 35, Kiev
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Lena, 37, Lyon
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Valeria, 43, Kiev
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Yulia, 31 y.o.
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Oxana, 43 y.o.
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Alexandra, 27, Ukraine
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Alina, 30 y.o., Ukraine
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Marina, 47 y.o., Ukraine
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Ekaterina, 24 y.o., Minsk
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Irma, 20 y.o., Ukraine















How to meet a woman on French-Union?

Registration, creation of your profile and consultation of profiles is free 
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1 - Create A ProfileTell us who you are!

Create your profile in seconds with our easy sign-up. Don't forget to add a photo!
With Facebook, registration is even faster.
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2 - Browse PhotosFind your match.

Search our large member base with ease, with a range of preferences and settings. 
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3 - Start CommunicatingUse our advanced messaging features to send messages.

Send a message or interest to start communicating with members.

















Thousands of couples formed since 2002 on French-Union.com

Russian dating site for finding Russian and Ukrainian singles and Unite Singles Worldwide



Not a member? Join Now!














The French-Union dating app





French-Union.com is more than a serious dating site



Because a beautiful date can happen at any time, the French-Union dating site accompanies you everywhere. With your phone, you can search, see who is connected, reply to a message, send a photo, a flash, discover new members, see who has visited your profile, the likes and favorites you have received , or continue a conversation.

There are about 10 times more single women than men, much more than in a traditional marriage agency.
So, if you've always wanted to meet a single Russian woman, sign up today. Signing up for the dating site is quick and easy, and connecting single men and women is straight forward. The dating site is compatible with all smartphones, Iphone and android, tablets, Ipad. 
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Profiles are verified







All the members of our dating site are real, and they are really registered on French-Union-!

When you become a member, you can contact them without limits, by message, video chat, but also Whatsapp, Email, SMS, Messenger or Skype (Premium features). 
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Alexandra, 35 y.o., Russia
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Natacha, 44 y.o., France
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Yuliya, 32 y.o., Russia
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Alena, 34 y.o., Paris
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Alexandra, 27 y.o., Ukraine
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Anna, Russia
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Elena, 39 y.o., Russia
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Lena, 35 y.o., Moscow
















Why choose French-Union?
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Services, confidentiality, quality services, advice, support and professionalism, in the quest for the ideal partner.



With 10 women for one man, you have every chance of meeting with French-Union. All the singles on the site have a serious approach and are motivated in their search. Our customer and coaching service is at your disposal to ensure that you have serious encounters in complete safety.

Our team is available for personalized advice, and will answer all your questions, whether technical or personal.

Online dating, after registration, is quick and easy. You browse the site and get to know the profiles that are offered to you and that you like.













Dating with Russian and Ukrainian women

Start dating single women today 



Get Started!
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